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About This Content

Masked Shooters 2 - Assault is the new and improved version of Masked Shooters 2. It has different maps, weapon textures and
weapon modes (All weapons, Random, Sniper only, RPG only) along with the classic game modes of Deathmatch and Team

Deathmach.

Features

Multiplayer first-person shooter game with soldier characters

Up to 16 players can play in a room

Many weapons to use during a match, including an RPG

4 maps to play

Deathmatch and Team Deathmatch game modes
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This game goes back to the old days of NHL Open Ice Challenge and NHL Hitz. Straight up fun hockey game. Comparing this
to Old Time Hockey (Bush Hockey League) and it just will not, cannot compare to this gem.

The game is easy to pick up, being a NHL Hitz fan i found an exploit for easy goals as you had to with Midway games, and this
game has that same feel. One on one with the way you change lines is VERY refreshing especially with arcade hockey games.
The atmosphere is fantastic as well. Overall great game.. It's okay, could be a bit easier and maybe let us pick the songs.. I really
like this game, it's a nice "tower defense" game. It's very challenging and I'm fine with it. I had moments where I struggled with
a few levels but I had eventually passed them. One thing I'm sad and wish they had was a multiple save system. So say if I
wanted to do a walk through for my YouTube channel or to show this game off I can't :( unless uninstalling and reinstalling does
that. Either way I give this game on my own matter an 8\/10. ^^. unfinished, waste of money. I think the developers on a great
path! I loved the atmosphere of the title. Good job guys!. Saw the game on a Reddit post several months ago and decided to tab
it, and I am very glad that I did. For the hour and a half that I've played so far I really enjoyed it. Game was definitely worth the
$5 and keeps me entertained between ranked queues or if I'm just bored.. it lets you pick your name.

"Omegalodon killed Omegalodon.". Better soundtrack than undertale.
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I'm all for early access games but I'm surprised this one was allowed into Steam's EA program. Practically un-playable, there's
literally no point to doing anything just yet. Basically, you're paying to support the devs, that's about it. I have faith in the game
for the future, but for now, unless you want to support, look elseware for something playable.. Meh. I remember playing the
demo and having fun with this with a friend back on the xbox. But now that I own it on PC, I didn't even get past the 2nd
mission. Not really worth it anymore.. Poor version of Kudos. Not worth the money, even on sale. Asking for a refund.. Makes
your cars look brutal. Let's you "paint" your cars in several types of designs + colors. worth the $0.99. I don't know why more
peopple don't have this game. It's great for LANs, or when you have a bunch of people.. Found this game thanks to
HarshlyCritical, pretty ok dude. (Don't watch his streams, his mods are whiny and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 a lot.)

Anyways, the game has a good idea going, but ultimately you get mad when you bump in the wall 300 times then die and have to
listen to the same cutscene over and over.

I made it to the part when you need to get past 2 guards walking around and then I just kept going up in flames... so yeah.

Try it out.. Simple and efficient. No story, no multiplayer, just skirmish against AI. Simple yet SATISFYING! Would play
again. And again. I really don't know what is so goddamn catchy about this game. The graphics? The gameplay? I don't know.
But I love it. Furiously!. its an interesting economic simulator, but feels rather clunky and dated today.

the visuals are lively, and the music adds tremendously to the atmosphere.

i gave up after playing the tutorial, but there's lots more to do, and i'm sure others will have played this game more than i did..
Really relaxing yet challenging platformer with unique and fluid mechanics and incredible minimalistic design

You have about 12 levels where you basically play in a huge intricate black and white painting which is revealed to you after
completeing said level. Which blew my mind more often than not. I often just sat there for minutes looking at the amazing art
after finishing a level.

It even has basic 21 by 9 resolution support! Besides some minor pop-in and menu cutting everything works perfectly! Nothing
game breaking at all.

Please check out at least the demo if it seems interesting! You have nothing to lose!. I got this game back in 2013, so I've had
this for awhile. Today though when I decided to look back on this game, there was an active server, but with only like 2 people
on it. Unfortunately, the game is pretty much dead. But, when it was still alive and getting updaes, it was a blast. Sometimes
people would just muck about, destroying everything, or each other. Or fly helicopters on the crashed jets, which would launch
the helicopter way high into the air. Or fighting over who would get the spaceship. Maybe even just fly the huge airliner as
wildly as possible. Then whenever you did have someone spawn in as Omegalodon, it'd be one hell of a fight. If someone can at
least bring the game back, then that would be amazing. If the developer also does ever come back (and that's a pretty large if),
then maybe the game could become even greater.

In it's current state, I wouldn't buy it. But if you can get someone to play with, go for it. You won't regret it if you can get a
group of friends together on a server, to wreck havoic.
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